EMFP Sensory Library

Item
Alphabet Mystery Sifters
Chair Fidget for Feet Set of 2
Discovery Discs
Discovery Putty
Do-N-Slide Picture - To Do List
11 piece kids paint set
Floor Scooter
Guess How I Feel
Hear Myself Sound Phone
Loupe Magnifier
Lulu Stretch
Lycra Sleeping Bag (body sock)
Pet Massager
Pocket Gel Fidget tool
Pop Tubes
Putty
Rubber Exercise Bands
Sensory Gel Maze
Sensory Sleeves
Slide Reader
Soft Mirror ball
Spiky ball
Spiky Glove
Spiky Tactile Cushion
Stretchy String
Textured Metalics-twisties
Time Tracker-Visual Timer
Therapro Writing Board
Transformer Sensory-(Sac Blue 40”lx20”w)
Weighted Worm
Weighted Shoulder/neck tie
Weighted Lap Pad
Wiggle Cushion
Wipe Clean Lap Pad- M-(5lbs. 18x9 inches)
Wipe Clean Lap Pad -L-(7.5lbs 23x11 inches)
Wipe Clean Lap Pad –s-(3lbs. 3x8 inches)
XL Pipe Cleaners
Vibrating Bee